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Cait: Hi everyone. It’s Cait, and I am here with two special guests today. I am here with David 
and Stephanie Mitchell, and they have a pretty incredible story that I have asked them to share. 
These are two people who are not new to sharing this incredible journey that they have been 
on. And I think that the way to get into this today is to just let you begin. I will say that I think a 
little history, if you wouldn’t mind, would be in order first, I want to tell you that I’ve known 
Stella, and I know I introduced her as Stephanie, but I have known Stella as she is affectionately 
known as here at Custom Fit for many years. Now, my gosh, I think we have to be 14 years now, 
Stella? Probably? And she’s nodding, we’re on Zoom just as a point of reference. And these two 
are kind of snuggled up together like little love birds in my little frame here, they look so cute. 
Stella and I met about 14 years ago. Our daughter went all through school together, which is 
kind of cool. And we have 19-year-olds (almost or there abouts) daughters as of this year, both 
at a post-secondary school. So that’s kind of amazing. And I need to tell you about the 
nickname. And I’m just going to speak in broad term, but basically when Stella came Custom Fit 
years ago, Stella, you were looking to get your groove back and you were like many moms with 
young children. You’ve been in the throes of motherhood and career ladder climbing and all of 
that. And you were at a point where it was time to focus on yourself. And I really feel like 
because of respecting the nature of our relationship, it’s important that I bring that up because 
Stella and I have a lot of history working together and living in the same community and as 
mothers and fellow travellers on the endless journey, which seems to be womanhood. So when 
Stella was in the process of getting her groove back, you came to class one day and you just 
announced that you were now Stella, because you had gotten your groove back! And if you 
don’t know if you’re listening, there was a movie, right Stella? So, I think we'll start there and 
then it would be great to hear how you and Dave originally met and all of that. So, take it away, 
Stella, I'm going to mute myself and let's hear from you welcome to Stella and Dave. 
 
Stella: Thanks Cait. That was quite the introduction. I don't know that I was prepared for that, 
but that's good. I can, I'll roll with the punches. Dave didn't know me as Stella. We went to high 
school together and he didn't know I was alive. I was in school with his sister, and we actually 
met as divorced adults, ready to embark on reliving and learning to move on. And that was nine 
years ago. And it's been a kind of crazy series of events thereafter. 
 
Cait: Right? You guys met in high school and like you said, Dave was, Stella sent me a little note 
about the history here. And Dave was like a hottie and dated all the hottie and was a hockey 
jock. I don't know if Dave knows this, so he is laughing, but yeah, Stella sent me the goods, 
Dave. So now we know and Stella you're a hottie in your own. Right. But I don’t know if you 
were a little younger, must be just into other things  
 
Stella: We like to bring that up often. 
 
Cait: Yeah. Okay. So Dave was a little older and you were maybe fawning over him in the 
background if you will. So, and then, like you said in the process of getting your groove back, 
you two met. So, let's begin there and you met and started dating, right? 
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Stella: We did. I sought him out and he will tell everybody that. I did not stalk him. I just simply 
remember him from past and reached out to his sister. And that was sort of where our story 
began. But the chapters since have been wild and with no pre-writing, that is for sure.  
 
Cait: So you started dating, obviously, and we can fast forward a little bit and maybe just tell us, 
what do you, what is your occupation? What do you guys do? As you’re dating and getting to 
know each other in that light, you are obviously meeting each other’s families and you’re 
working as, what were you up to both of you? 
 
Stella: I've been working continually as an optician. That's my career. And Dave was working as 
a pricing specialist with a wire and cable company in Cobourg and he had his home and life 
established in Cobourg. And I had my little house here in Warkworth. And fast forward the story 
two years of dating each other, just about two years, Dave had a massive cardiac event. And 
since then, our life has been very, very different. 
 
Cait: And when you say massive cardiac event, because I don't want to skim over this because 
this is obviously the, the crux of, well, the beginning of the crux of this story. I think that what 
we should do right now is press pause on that part and speak to why we are not hearing 
directly from Dave at the moment. So Dave, just say ‘hello’ and tell us where you were as best 
you can. And then Stella will take over for you and fill in the gaps. Where were you when you 
had this massive cardiac event? 
 
Dave: Hello everyone. We were at my house, in Cobourg, and we were having a movie night at 
home. I had been to the hospital a week prior to the cardiac event as I had been feeling unwell, 
something didn't feel right. I was thinking maybe I was coming down with a cold, pneumonia 
maybe and through a series of tests, they determined that I had already had a heart attack, 
which was news to me. And the whole scene after that at hospital was a rush of nurses, 
doctors, tests that scared me quite a bit. I called Stephanie, I called my parents, everybody 
came. I spent the night in hospital, they ran a series of tests the next day, took me to 
Peterborough. Did an angiogram, where everything looked clear. And I was sent home with 
some medications. And followed up with a cardiologist in the new year. It was all happening 
over new year's break, really. January 3rd. 
 
Cait: January 3rd, Dave? Is that what you said? 
 
Dave: Yep, 2015. I went from our movie to the kitchen. I took the medication and I 
immediately… (inaudible)  
 
Cait: Take your time. So, Stella? 
 
Stella: The scariest thing about this is that it was dismissed as minor, and we were sent home 
with it to be followed up with later and things changed faster than anybody anticipated. So the 
night of the third, Dave died. Dave died on the kitchen floor. And was also a part-time 
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firefighter. During that time we were getting ready to cohabitate. We had sold his house. We 
were.. 
 
Cait: [Hold on Ru, hit your unmute button]. So you sold the house to cohabitate and 
 
Stella: Yep. So we were working towards that. This came with really no warning, because he 
had been so healthy and just felt a little bit run down and it was, they took it seriously, gave 
him some tests, but then it was dismissed that it was minor and that they would follow up. And 
then it became major really, really quickly. He was absent of vital signs, and I was doing rescue 
breathing, and was online to 911 to call for help. And it was his own team of firefighters that 
saved him on his kitchen floor. 
 
Cait: Wow. 
 
Stella: It's pretty spectacular from there. A crazy series of events. So this was the 3rd of January, 
fast forward to February 13th, 2015, Dave's 41st birthday spent in hospital. He was transferred 
from St Michael's hospital in Toronto to Toronto General for tests, proactive tests. And he 
crashed that night while in intensive care. He spent 10 days on life support, and they didn't 
know what was happening. The only cure or plan of attack was they got him a new heart. They 
didn't know why it was failing so rapidly. Why a healthy, athletic fit, 40 ish guy was failing so 
quickly. And so he spent 10 days in intensive care with an incredible team of nurses and doctors 
around him. All the brilliant minds in medicine were conferring about him. They were 
consulting with Mayo clinic and consulting with every specialist around this country and then 
some, and on the 24th of February received a second chance at life. And that was seven years 
later, and we work every day to share the story, preserve life, protect life, enjoy life, and really 
give thanks our chance to do so. 
 
Cait: So just for everyone listening, I just want to—we will get into, Dave, your voice here in a 
moment—but I want to, just hearing you speak about the timeline and Stella, you filling in the 
gaps for Dave, which we'll get into here in a second. The timeline and the emotion still can't be, 
it can't really be expressed through this medium, I mean, to see your faces and to understand, 
from a complete observer's point of view, the magnitude of this series of events and how it 
changed your lives. I mean, you'd only been, you'd only been together for two years, you’d 
decided that you would take the plunge and you would move into together. And then, and now 
your lives are forever changed. I mean, so from, I think you said February 24th, 2015, and keep 
in mind people because it (wifi) broke up a little bit, we're talking about New Year's break, 2015 
and you have this event on the 3rd of January and then there's a series of events. But again, 
Dave, so far as I understood you were, you were healthy. You were going to the gym and you 
were like, you said, a volunteer fireman, like all of those things and Stella of course you’re 
healthy. So you have this healthy, happy couple and you have this unbelievable event. And then 
what, and then what happens? I mean, what happened exactly so that it's not inferred, but on 
February 24th, 2015, what happened? 
 
Dave: I woke up with a new heart. 
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Cait: A new heart. Oh my goodness.  
 
Stella: He had no idea. He had no idea. Things were so dire. As his family, at his bedside, we 
were grappling with all that had become. And he was in a drug induced coma trying to preserve 
what life he had left. And the specialist that spoke to the family thereafter. Didn't tell us at the 
time and I'm super grateful that basically he had 72 hours to live without getting a heart. And 
how organ donation works. You have to match stature, so physical size, blood type and group. 
So Dave's 6’1”, O-positive. Anyone else in his criteria and age bracket would wait at least two 
years for an organ to become available. Things crashed and things went bad quickly, but when 
an organ became available, there was no time to waste. There were nothing short of about 50 
people working on him overnight, through the night into the, the day of the 24th of February, 
2015.  
 
Cait: Can I? I Stella I don't mean to, so the reason that you were chosen, Dave, because of the 
O-positive, is that what it was? Or what, why, how?  You had 72 hours to live and usually people 
are waiting two years and, and they chose you, is that because of the 72 hours? Or how does 
that work? 
 
Stella: So he was really only stabilized for listing 24 hours before the 24th. And how it works in 
Canada, people are prioritized based on the likelihood that transplant would be successful, pre-
transplant health, that type of thing. And so, because they really didn't know until the 
pathology had been deliver what had caused this. They looked at this healthy young man that 
was fit in active playing hockey, golf, baseball. All the weekend warrior sports had an active job. 
Um, they just couldn't understand all of the tests didn't add up. He didn't have coronary artery 
disease. He didn't have a family history of heart condition. He had nothing that would lead him 
to believe that he had heart disease. And it wasn't until after the pathology came back on his 
biological heart, that we knew the reason what led us to transplant. And there's many reasons 
why someone would get there. Many people have known conditions and they sit, and they wait 
by the phone or they have external means of living. LVADs and different, you know, different 
methods to help them live. We didn't know that Dave was sick. Dave got sick and got sick fast 
and became very deconditioned. And so they did all of the right things to preserve his brain 
activity and, and to keep everything because they knew that they had to sustain his life in order 
to make him a successful transplant patient. And there, there were means of life support to 
preserve his life. So rather than cut through his sternum twice, they did a, a procedure called 
ECMO where they bypassed his heart through arteries, through his groin. And it was a crazy 
experience. His blood was being washed and recycled while he laid there and that saved him. 
They did something called plasmapheresis to prepare him for it. So washing of the blood, it was 
just, it was absolutely incredible. And what happened when these, when you have an organ 
become available, all the doctors that are on these specialized teams and the nurses and these 
hospitals, they have very high-level meetings and they prioritize where these organs go so that 
nothing gets wasted. And the team in Toronto went to bat and said, look, we have this healthy 
individual, we have this, this, and this. We don't, we have no reason to suspect, you know, 
coronary disease or anything that would lead them to not be successful. So, um, you know, he 
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was really unstable the first nine days of the coma, they were able to stabilize in day 9/10, and 
that's when a heart became available. 
 
Cait: Wow. So you could, one could say that it was not your day to go, Dave. I mean like the 
stars lined up for you, including taking a chance on a girl from high school who had the 
wherewithal to keep you alive and call 911. And I've been in those situations before, and that's 
one of those moments where I saw a great quote today and it was from, George Mumford. And 
then I want to hear from Stella, it was “Risk from the center of the hurricane rather than 
reacting from the chaos of the storm”. And that is what you did, Stella, you, you responded 
from the center, like the eye of the storm, because that is what you do with someone you love. 
(inaudible) Did you get quote, I can say it again, Mumford, and I'll read it one more time. You 
heard it. I'm going to read it one more time. Cause I think it's just such, it's so good. It's so 
apropos, respond from the center of the hurricane rather than reacting from the chaos of the 
storm, which is what, which is what you did. Stella. 
 
Stella: I believed, you know, we had a chance and I, we were at this point we were going to take 
a trip, we had plans to renovate and I'm like, there's no way I've come through this to not carry 
on. And I cursed him, and I said, ‘Don't, you dare do this to me’ and I just—I just did. 
 
Cait: Yeah. Right. It's amazing how we snap into action with the people that we love and for 
complete strangers. I mean, Dave, if you're on the volunteer firemen, you know, as a volunteer 
fireman, you know all about that as well. So of you two souls, like have that wherewithal, that's 
how you're wired. And I mean, that, that would be very much perhaps part of what brought you 
together is that common sense of doing right by humanity, right? Whether for the love of your 
life or a complete stranger. Oh my, so now you're February 24th. You have your heart 
transplant. You go, they obviously keep you in that coma. It took, you said nine days or so to, 
for what, for the heart to be accepted. I mean, I'm sure it's longer than that, but how does that, 
how does that happen? What happened then? 
 
Stella: The nine days that I mentioned are in reference to him, just trying to be able to receive 
the heart that was pre transplant. 
 
Cait: Ok, ok, ok 
 
Stella: So he was really only on the list for 24 hours, where most people spend 24 months. So 
we’re very, very lucky. 
 
Cait: Wow. And so then what is the, what we know the outcome here, but what was then the 
prognosis and how did that flesh out? What's what, how does the story continue after the 
transplant? 
 
Stella: Yeah, so he wasn't out of the woods right away. He was in intensive care for a long time. 
He had some setbacks with different things. Some, you know, they fight fever and infection. 
And your biggest fear as a transplant patient is rejection. So they monitored him very, very 
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closely. We weren't just up and running thereafter. There was, I've lost track of how much time 
was spent in CCICU. But we were there a very long time before you can go to what's called a 
step-down unit. So collectively post-transplant, Dave was in hospital until end of June, 2015. He 
was very deconditioned, had to learn how to walk in. Again, he had lost twice. Right. Sorry. I 
forgot about that. There was a setback in May. He had made it as far as rehab which was a 
secondary institution north of the Toronto hospital. And he ended up with a form of pneumonia 
and his only symptom was a headache. And he ended up in a coma for a second time and he 
was in kidney failure. So they were doing dialysis on him. That was like another eight days. It's 
all, it seems minor now six days? Six days. And so basically the progress that he had made from, 
February to May was a setback because he was then again, deconditioned because he's 
pumped full of all the meds and they don't want to stress out the heart while they're trying to 
heal this source of infection. So it was a constant juggle of the cocktail of medications. And then 
it was supporting his wellness overall. It wasn't just the physical and the right concoction of the 
meds and there's lots of them. It was making sure that he wasn't going bonkers within his own 
room. And they have really, really good support as far as the spiritual care and making sure that 
they're dealing with the whole person. But their primary, is about the organ function and the, 
the bodily function. Right? Getting all of those vitals stable, and then you have to learn to live 
again. And that's really been the I would say the driving factor, not to take the words out of 
Dave's mouth. But we do have some setbacks. They beat the alternative we like to say. So due 
to medications, he is susceptible. So he's immunocompromised. So the last two years, or no 
exception during a pandemic, we were very fearful prior to the pandemic. So medications have 
caused him to develop some polyps that migrate to his throat. Vocal cords, throat, and within 
his mouth. They're not sore, but they take a lot of effort to project the voice. And he's had 
three rounds of laser surgery from one of the leading doctors at Princess Margaret. So it is, a 
benign cancer that just attacks his vocal chords because he's compromised. So, he can speak 
and he speaks from the heart. It's just very hard for him to project. So plus, I was there and he 
was not awake. So I remember, I have a different memory of some of the events and I've 
helped him fill in the gaps, but I'm super proud of all that he's overcome. Physically, mentally, 
spiritually. It's very, very hard to articulate the gratitude. It is not something we take for 
granted at all. It is a continual thing it's not over, we don't just carry on there's medication that 
has to be taken by the clock. Certain lifestyle things are, are not for us. And we, we learn to live, 
you learn to live and you try to share your story in hopes of helping someone else. 
 
Cait: You know, if I may, I just want to jump in here for a second. So one of the things that is 
coming to mind as I'm listening, (I just muted you too, Stella.) So as I'm listening to this, I'm 
thinking, okay, so I have known you, Stella since I guess it would be 2008. And so we have had 
this rapport and relationship and we've covered lots and lots of ground and, and including the 
parenting gig and, and living in a small community and then working out together and nutrition 
together and all of these things that we've done. And of course, as the story plays out, I 
certainly being, as in part of your world would have heard these parts and pieces as they went 
to hear it in one shot, so to speak, and I know you can't possibly touch on everything it's really, 
it's a lot obviously to survive something like that. Dave and Stella coming together and having 
your love affair, if you will, for each other and Stella, I know you and you are like a task master. 
So you're very efficient, You are not afraid to speak your mind. You are compassionate, all of 
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those things, but I, what would be interesting right now, and I loved hearing how they were 
looking at the whole person, Dave. And I feel for you on your voice. And I know, cause I I've met 
you at various like corn roasts that you can speak. But trying to project right now, I mean, 
what's the point when you have Stella Ru. Right? But what I would like to hear now is Stella. 
We've heard Dave's story and want to hear more. But Stella, what is happening for you during 
this? And I did mute you, so unmute yourself. This happens and what happens for you? 
 
Stella: I think you hit the nail on the head. I dealt with the task at hand and then I had to learn 
how to re-look after myself. So stuff like that doesn't happen and you come out unscathed. I 
got through what needed to happen right away. And then it wasn't right away, but eventually I 
ended up with some of my own health struggles as a result of the stress. That it puts on you, 
you do get like a form of caregiver burnout. Not that he is not capable, but as someone that is 
your partner, it's obviously a lot to go through the actual trauma of seeing his shirt cut open 
and, you know just everything from start to finish. Helping him learn how to walk, helping him 
go to the bathroom. I'm not a nurse by trade. And I learned a lot and I have a huge respect for 
nurses. And with that comes some PTSD kind of stuff, not as bad as like a first responder or 
anything like that. But you house things emotionally and you have to work through that. And 
I'm a big believer in self-care. Which is how we kind of got together, stuck together, stayed 
together. It’s not over, it's an ongoing daily thing and it's part of how we get along. And it's how 
we still function and put one foot in front of the other and we're not needing medication in that 
regard to help us live normally, not that there's anything wrong with it, but that's not my route. 
I'm a firm believer in talking and journaling and all of those good, good things. We work hard, 
we set goals and we know our limits, but we also know what we need to do to look after 
ourselves individually, look after each other as a couple and how we move forward and 
continue to just really, we treat every day as a gift. You've seen those plaques on people's walls 
and it really truly is what it is. We look at things as the ability, not like we have to clean the 
driveway we get to and we get to go skiing and we get to go grocery shopping when there's so 
many others that can't, and it just changes your perspective on so much. 
 
Cait: You know, Stella, if I read between the lines here, I think basically what you're ultimately 
talking about is self-care. And that selfcare is a choice and that you can step up and choose to, 
like you said, practice gratitude, look after yourselves. You can succumb to things like PTSD, 
which I'm not making light of for anybody. And I wouldn't do apples to oranges, uh, for PTSD. I 
think it's relative. And my shrink always tells me that when I go in and tell her, I I've got my long 
laundry list of first world problems, she goes, okay, Cait, stop. You know, your problems are 
your problems. So your suffering and your trauma is your, is your suffering and your trauma. It's 
interesting as I'm listening to you both and, and hearing the recounting of this story, and I'm 
thinking about the, the tone of the world that we're living in right now, one of the things that I 
really am thinking about is that whole, like as a world, we are grieving the lives that we've lost, 
which I know Stella is something you've heard me talk about before. And so, but what I hear as 
you share the story is that you are, like you said, focusing on what you get to do. And so, we can 
be more than our grief, right? We can change our story. We can, we can evolve our story. We 
can, we can grow into a new story. And obviously our stories represent where we've come 
from, but you two have chosen to keep moving forward and yes, you have setbacks and yes, 
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have, my gosh, it must be unbelievable amount of work. And what would be, I think interesting 
right now is I just heard you say, and I know this about you, Stella, because you are a goal 
master and a task master, and you reach your goals after you set them and then you task mask. 
I just heard you say skiing. So, Dave, are you, are you skiing? Like what is your life? Are you back 
in the gym? Like, are you able to do some things that you love and can you, or Stella speak to 
that a little bit? 
 
Dave: I haven't been back to the gym and that is COVID related. That is my choice. I feel better, 
safer being at home, doing what I can here. I did get back skiing, downhill skiing, which I had 
not done in many, many years. I was playing hockey as well. And we took up cross country 
skiing, snowshoeing, hiking, boating golfing, trying to do… 
 
Cait: So Dave, those are, those are pretty serious, heart pumping activities, if I may. As a fitness 
instructor and as a human being here and a fellow traveler here, if you will. Can I say that? 
Cross-country skiing is one of the toughest sports there is. I can't imagine, especially given the 
nature of the last, years of your life here, going downhill skiing, you must have certainly felt 
that blood pumping and felt your thighs after downhill skiing. 
 
Dave: Yeah. That that's for sure. One of the hardest things with exercising, or doing any sporting 
is my warmup and my cool downtime. I need extra time to warm up, let my heart get going 
gradually not suddenly. When it gets going suddenly it becomes uncomfortable. 
 
Cait: Wow. So your heart rate reserve, right? Heart rate reserve has to be. Yeah. Okay. Oh, 
wow. Yeah. 
 
Dave: And then once I get it going, it takes a long time for it to come back down. You have to 
remember, people don’t think of this, I didn’t think of it, but during heart transplant, all the 
nerves around my heart were severed. So there's no connection from my heart to my brain or 
from my brain to my heart. My brain is saying slow down, but my heart is not receiving. So it's a 
gradual slow down and it takes longer and at times can be, seem uncomfortable. But over the 
years I've learned to adjust and kind of what to expect and how things feel to me. 
 
Cait: Dave, Dave, this means that that has to be completely cognitive. Correct. I mean, I'm not 
saying that you don't have sensation, but I am saying that you have to go, “Okay. If I want to do 
X, Y, and Z, I have to have a plan.” Am I, am I right? 
 
Dave: Yep, exactly. 
 
Cait: So you can't just like, for example, and I say this as a long time fitness instructor and 
coach. Even with horses, people just think they're going to get on and gallop off into the sunset 
or they think they're just going to start ‘burpeeing’ along or they're going to just head out the 
front door, like we see in the movies, do a couple of quad stretches and sprint off in New York 
city. But that is not the situation for you. Am I correct? 
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Dave: Yeah, there’s no sprinting. It has to be very methodical and my due diligence one so that I 
feel more comfortable, but also so that I don't hurt myself. 
 
Cait: Can I ask you a question further to that? And if you don't want to answer, you don't have 
to, but so this would take a lot of, and these are my words, obviously, you would need to 
manage your anxiety about this. Am I right? I mean, I see you nodding, but I would imagine that 
if you, and of course you have the brain power, you have the skillset, you have access to 
resources. You're someone who can learn these things, but nobody can control how you're 
feeling in your mind. Right? And nobody knows what you're feeling in your body, except for 
you. So the mind control, but not only that, so there's mental, but there would also be 
incredible emotional control that you would need. Am I, is that true? 
 
Dave: Yeah, absolutely. Absolutely. 
 
Cait: Huh. 
 
Stella: I would say that’s very accurate. 
 
Cait: I mean, seriously. And I think that that's lost on people sometimes. It's like, you, can't just, 
I was just saying this to a horse person the other day. You can't just Google horsemanship it and 
then think you're doing it. You have to actually get in the saddle, you have to ride the horse. 
Same thing, Stella, you and I have done a ton of nutrition coaching over the years. Like you can 
read the lessons, but if you don't actually do the work and understand it and learn it, then it 
doesn't. Well, one, it doesn't mean anything for us. You can't ride the damn horse, but in your 
case, Dave, it could be, it could be serious business. Am I, is that true? 
 
Dave: Yeah. Yeah. And one of the things that we we've learned, obviously, a lot about organ 
donation. I've been a donor, an organ donor, a registered donor since I got my first license. 
Signed my card and I'm a donor. I knew what organ donation was, and that was it. Now that I 
recipient, and live in transplant world, it's not what anybody has heard about it. Until you live it, 
you don't fully understand it. And this is part of our message of sharing, sharing our story. 
Promoting organ donation is look at me. I should be dead, statistically. I should be dead, but 
because of organ donation, I'm not, I'm here. I've been here for an extra seven years on this 
world. Right. And that's a bonus to me, my family, and to my kids. Hopefully the people that 
know me. 
 
Cait: Cause Dave, you're a grandfather too. Right. I mean, this is like happening. Yeah. You’ve 
got three grandkids.  
 
Dave: Two. 
 
Cait: Two. Okay. Two. And so this might be a great segue Stella sharing about your message. 
And I know you, you do go in pre COVID. You were speaking about your story and sharing the 
information because like you said, Dave, no one can understand unless they're you, but the 
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truth is like, we were just talking about, we can learn. So what is your message and, and some, 
a special month that's coming up and, and maybe Stella, will you share with us some of that 
awareness please? 
 
Stella: Yeah. April is organ donation awareness month. And it is also known as green shirt day, 
after the Humbolt Broncos. That was a tragedy that really turned the country and their 
awareness towards the importance of it and the impact that it carries. Prior to COVID again, 
there were some speaking engagements. So in addition to a pandemic, there's some polyps 
that are maybe not helping with that, but we've partnered with as many people as we can to 
share the story. Different means of getting the message out there, whether it be social media 
engagements like this, which we're so appreciative of. So thank you very much for that. And 
just sharing the story and every time that somebody makes the decision, and they register their 
intentions and that's the key is making a registration known in Ontario, you have to register at 
https://beadonor.ca/. I think probably one of the biggest things and humbling things is when 
somebody makes the decision and sends us a notification that they're now registered and that 
we inspired them that makes a huge difference. We also make connections all the time with 
families that have made the decision that have lost a loved one. And we respect that and 
they're heroes. And we're constantly thankful to them, even though they're not our donor, we 
share our story with them in hopes that they feel terrific about their decision and know that 
their loss is not in vain and that it has made a difference. Grief is tough, really, really tough. And 
this is one way that you can work through that grief, is seeing success stories that, you know, 
that person is here. Like he, we wouldn't have gotten married, we wouldn't have traveled. And 
now we've got two little ones that just a couple of weeks ago, we got to have here and babysit 
them for the day. And just the little things are really, really big, really big. 
 
Cait: Stella, right before I hit record. You said something that really struck me. And I guess I kind 
of, this would be somewhat implicit, but if you could elaborate on it, just signing your card is 
not enough. Can you speak to that? 
 
Stella: Sure. Correct. So when drivers are first licensed in Ontario, at least we can speak to 
Ontario cause that's what we know, it's different per province. So you were asked if you want 
to be a donor at health service Canada, when you're  getting your license and, and registering 
those. But you have to actually go on a separate website, https://beadonor.ca/ to make your 
intentions known. You need to have, it takes two minutes, two minutes to register it. And then 
the most important thing is to have the conversation with your family as your wishes. Sadly, 
when people are bereft and stressed out and bedside, they may not know they may not know 
your wishes. If you're the one waiting for an organ donor to become available, an organ to 
become donated. You want to be able to receive it. It's so important to have the discussion, 
register your intentions and make your wishes known. 
 
Cait: Wow. So, because I think some people just wouldn't, you, just kind of check it off when 
you're 16, right. Dave or 17, you think you're good, you think you're doing something noble 
potentially. And yet there is a follow through piece that has to happen. Correct?  
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Stella: Yeah, the legality. 
 
Cait: Yeah. So April is, organ donor awareness month. And you were saying that the green shirt 
day is what is the day for, in Canada anyway, green shirt day, is there a specific day or is it all 
month? 
 
Stella: April, April 7th is green shirt day. We wear green all for that reason.  
 
Cait: Plus you’re Irish! 
 
Stella: Plus I'm Irish. But green shirt day itself is April 7th. The whole month. We do our very 
best we do, we try to do it year long, but April is actually proclaimed that month. And if 
anybody knows us, we there's usually a green ribbon attached to our jackets. We're giving out 
pens and encouraging people to, to be a donor. We have, we have vanity plates that are, are 
that theme as well. 
 
Cait: You know, it's so funny. You brought up those plates because I was going to ask you as we, 
as we wrap up here, one of the things, one of the messages here is hope. Which is especially in 
the last couple years, something that I think people we need more of. And there's so many of us 
that are grieving lives that we've lost. And I feel like your whole message, the two of you, of we 
get to, instead of we have to and your license plate says what, Stella Ru? 
 
Stella: We both have them. Mine says ‘grateful for’, and it has the trillium and the of life logo, 
which is a green ribbon with the trillium. Dave has the same logo and his says ‘donate life’. 
 
Cait: Oh wow. Anything else you want us to know about your story? Any other words of 
wisdom? I will put show notes with the https://beadonor.ca/ any parting thoughts, Dave? 
 
Dave: One last thing that I will bring up and my story obviously to receive a heart, had to come 
from a deceased donor. But I would like to remind people that there are living donor programs 
in relation to kidney and liver. You can join the program. You be a living donor with your liver. If 
you don't know it regenerates and it will regrow. Your kidneys, you have two of them. You only 
need one, so you can be a living donor. And there are in Ontario alone, thousands of people 
waiting and they're waiting years, two to four years, just to receive a piece of a liver. We can, 
we can reduce that number with living donors. So if anybody's interested and look into it, uh, 
through the, be a donor website https://beadonor.ca/, there is information on there. 
 
Cait: That is an amazing point. So thank you for bringing that to people's attention. And I think 
that that really, ultimately is what we're doing here is just like you said, Stella, just the more 
awareness, the better. Any parting thoughts, Stella that you'd like to leave us with? 
Stella: I'm just so thankful that you've decided to do this piece and to have the time with us and 
of us talk, mostly me because of Dave's voice. We appreciate your time and effort and your 
support in it. It's a small town, but every other person that you talk to is affected one way or 
another maybe a loved one, maybe they've donated themselves. And t's not only the organ 
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itself as it is blood donation. So maybe you can't give up your kidney or you're a little nervous to 
under the knife to section off your liver. It's super, super simple to donate blood and there's 
clinics all around. And I go every 90 days and I go, so with a green ribbon on my card and they 
any phlebotomist that has me in the chair hears the story and they're blown away. And I'm like, 
this is why I'm here. There's different ways that you can help and have that conversation is 
what we hope for. 
 
Cait: I want to thank you both so much for your time today. I really appreciate it. And you know, 
I sat here throughout the hour with my mouth open, in parts and my hand, on my heart. So 
thank you so much for your time and your effort and your energy. I really appreciate it. And 
hopefully we can make a, a small difference because that's all any of us can do is just, is 
contribute in ways that are perhaps meaningful and compound that by sharing the love. So 
bless you both. 
 
Stella: Thank you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


